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Yoga 101
S

tarting a new workout regimen can be
intimidating, especially if said routine
is sometimes associated with things
like bending your body into pretzel
form or standing on your head.
If you’ve ever thought that’s what yoga
is all about, you’re not alone. For some,
setting foot for the first time into a yoga
class can be daunting, but it doesn’t have
to be. While moves such as these may
be common for some experienced yogis,
it’s important to know that with such a
wide variety of classes and styles available,
yoga is something that can be accessible to
everyone, and the mental benefits are as
numerous as the physical ones.
Most simply put, yoga is a philosophy
and practice that began in India an
estimated 5,000 years ago that focuses on
harmonizing the body through meditation,
breathing exercises and bodily postures.
Yoga is known to increase strength and
flexibility, lower blood pressure, improve
lung function, ease anxiety and depression,
and so much more.
From meditative classes to more
physically demanding ones, if you’re
looking to work a yoga regimen into your
fitness routine, Northwest Arkansas offers a
plethora of options for both beginners and
seasoned yogis alike.
If you, like so many other newcomers, are
nervous about your first class, sign up for a
beginner’s course. Whether you are totally
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A BEGINNER’S
INTRODUCTION TO
YOGA AND PILATES

new to yoga or are just not feeling at your
prime, a beginner’s course is an excellent
way for you to get the feel for the moves at
your own pace. Beginner’s courses are often
designed to teach you the poses at a slow
and comfortable speed, and to help you learn
modifications that might come in handy in a
future, more advanced class. It’s important
to learn at an early stage what works for
your body. There is no shame in moving at a
slower pace than those around you, or taking
a modified pose, and a beginner’s course is a
great place to learn how to do this.
“The journey of yoga happens on our
own mat and not on someone else’s mat,
so no one worries about what is going on
with someone else’s practice,” says Lynn
Hancock, owner of Yoga Story in downtown
Bentonville. “We encourage students to only
push their bodies to a comfortable challenge
and not seek to go too fast too quickly.”
Yoga Story offers a “Yoga 101” class tailored
for new students, and there are a number of
Fayetteville studios with introduction courses
as well, such as Arkansas Yoga Center’s
“Intro to Yoga” workshop series and Trailside
Yoga and Beyond’s “Beginning” course and
its “Beginner Series” workshop.
“Getting a student through the door is
sometimes the hardest part,” says Andrea
Fournet, founder of Arkansas Yoga Center.
“People can initially be so intimidated, but
once they get through the door they quickly
think, ‘I can do this.’”

Once you feel comfortable with the basics,
you’ll have a wide variety of classes to
choose from. Most commonly, you’ll see
Vinyasa (sometimes called Flow) classes,
which use breath and movement to flow
through various yoga poses, and also some
restorative options, which are relaxing, slow
deep-stretching classes that usually involve a
lot of prop use. Both of these styles are great
for all experience levels. While restorative
classes require no prior knowledge of yoga,
most often, Vinyasa classes are offered in
beginner, intermediate and advanced levels.
Generally, studios are great about listing
class descriptions on their website, but if you
are ever unsure about a class, never hesitate
to talk with the studio’s staff. That’s what
they’re there for!
The key to finding the right yoga class for
you is to experiment with the different classes
available. No two classes or instructors will
ever be exactly the same, so it’s all about
finding what’s right for you and your body.
“We encourage our students to listen to
their bodies and modify any poses to fit his
or her abilities,” says Stephani Jungmeyer,
owner of Trailside Yoga and Beyond. “For
someone trying yoga for the first time, I
would suggest keeping an open mind and
being patient with yourself. Yoga is just like
any other skill. It gets easier the more you
practice. Try several different classes to see
what teacher you like and what style of yoga
works for you.”

YOGA VS. PILATES
Though a totally separate practice, Pilates
is another popular workout that is often
grouped into the same category as yoga.
Pilates was started in the mid-20th century
as a system of exercise designed to improve
physical strength, flexibility and posture,
with a focus on rehabilitating the body.
The exercises done in Pilates almost always
involve regimented movements to gain core
and spine strength, with some classes using
machines and props to build strength, and
others keeping you on the mat and using your
own body’s resistance to produce results.
With yoga, you generally work out every
muscle in your body equally, with each
posture being accompanied by a counterposture to ensure you create balance in your
body. While core-strength is definitely an
important element in yoga, it is more of a
piece of yoga, rather than the entire focus.
“Pilates is all about efficiency,” says Lisa
Webb, owner of Fayetteville Pilates and
Barre. “Pilates exercises strive for stability
first, which is why it’s good for rehabilitation
injuries, and flexibility second. Pilates
typically keeps your mind focused on what’s
presently happening in your body and how it
improves form for more effective movements
or specific muscle activations.”
While both have a mind-body focus, there
are many variations between the two that
make them very different practices, and the
best way to decide which practice is best for
you is to take a class. You may love them both
for very different reasons! ■

There are many Pilates and yoga studios
available across Northwest Arkansas
to help you meet your individual needs.
For schedules, class details, or for more
information, please refer to the website of
the studio nearest you.
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